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W., the latest calamity to come from the Oliver Stone
camp, is not so much a biopic of 43rd President of the
United States, George W. Bush, but more so a represen-
tation of the man who made it. By the looks of W.,
Oliver Stone comes off as a crazed and paranoid lefto-
nutbag, clinging to his sanity, and testing ours, by beat-
ing on one of the many causes of his distress. The
movie, which had the potential to be either an intriguing
character study or a hilarious political satire, is a tumul-
tuous and boring mess of ideas seemingly derived from
some of John Kerry’s worst night-
mares: drawn out shots of confiden-
tial, Strangelove like war room
meetings, bold declarations con-
cerning the true American intent in
Iraq, and preposterously bad acted
caricatures of the Bush administra-
tion.  

W. does little more than look at
the audience and say, “Hey, this
guy’s pretty stupid, isn’t he?”
Stone’s elucidation of the man
rarely goes further than his close
ups on W’s ham and cheese White
House lunches (with Cheetos, mind
you) or his inclusion of famous
Bushisms, awkwardly out of place,
as they are haphazardly situated amidst classified meet-
ings instead of being said during speeches and press
conferences.  Of course, the whole point of a Bushism
is that it was said in front of millions, increasing its stu-
pidity tenfold.  Granted, no biopic can be expected to be
100% authentic, but it seems that in Stone’s mind the
goal of absolute authenticity was very real to him.
Inside shots of the Bush home, or the Bush office, over-
flow with nauseatingly sweeping close-ups of Bush
family photos, Stone’s visage of a reality that never real-
ly existed.

If anything, W. is a lesson as to why it usually takes

so long to produce thoughtful and interesting movies,
and what happens when a director attempts to execute a
grand undertaking in just five months. The film has the
standard allure of any big budget film, but presents itself
as a project still in early pre-production. The script, if it
can be called that, is merely a skeleton, containing only
some weak attempts at substance concerning Bush’s
family life.  In the end, however, the screenplay ends up
being a huge mess of old George W. Bush jokes, which
may or may not be humorous to the viewer, depending
upon whether or not they’ve already caught them in, say,
That’s My Bush, Lil’ Bush, or any of Will Ferrel’s or

Frank Calliendo’s plentiful (and supe-
rior) Bush impersonations.  

Prior to the film’s release,
Oliver Stone made several announce-
ments claiming W. was by no means
meant to be malicious. I was intrigued
when I read a few reviews claiming
the movie was actually empathetic to
the Bush legacy. What these critics
mistook for empathy, however, was
just vacant cinematography. Stone
makes sure to give ol’ Bushy a couple
of minutes of severe introspection;
that is, he dedicates a good amount of
the movie to slow-mo close ups of
Josh Brolin running, or watching foot-
ball while thinking about things, pre-

sumably profound things. When Bush is ambushed by a
plethora of media elites asking him quick-draw ques-
tions, Stone treats the audience to a fuzzy point of view
shot, attempting to convey just how confused George W.
Bush must be. “Oh poor President Bush!” he seems to
proclaim, “He is just so stupid!” Interesting, Mr. Stone.
My thanks for your thoughtful and daring proclamations.  

My biggest problem with W. is how unbelievably
inaccurate it was. By this point in Bush’s presidency, it is
common knowledge that not much needs to be done to
make a fool out of the man.  But Stone doesn’t limit him-
self to portraying Bush as a foolishly inept dingus who

seems to nab the presidency by luck; he denies
George W. Bush any sort of praise or positive portray-
al whatsoever. Every scene, whether it takes place in
1977 or 2004, presents Bush as an emotionally vacant
human being.  Stone not only denies the man the com-
fort of articulation, but refuses Bush personality and
humanity.  Even Bush’s triumph over alcoholism and
eventual religious awakening is ultimately pointless
in W., as the major indications of such revelations
come not from deft acting or directing, but on close
ups of Bush looking at a bottle of Jack Daniels and
wincing, or a minute long gaze at a crucifix.  

Personally, I’ve always thought of Oliver Stone
as a lame man’s Stanley Kubrick, the main basis for
this weak claim being the juxtaposition that has
always existed in my mind between Stone’s Platoon
and Kubrick’s Full Metal Jacket.  Both films attempt
to properly lambaste the Vietnam War, but Stone’s
plays out as a melodramatic action film mess, a pre-
cursor to Bruckheimer films if ever there was one.
Kubrick’s, however, is a brilliant satire of the
American military: dark, humorous, and human. This
is ironic, as Stone actually fought in Vietnam, some-
thing that more than likely affected his interpretation
and made it the jumbled mess of empty emotions that
it is. Why the comparison?  Because this is exactly the
problem with W., it is an emotionally devoid harass-
ment, presenting little more than a cool Josh Brolin
and a maniacal Bush administration. The few times
that I did chuckle during the film were mostly at
Stone’s expense, as in “He actually put that in this
movie?”  

Oliver Stone had a grand opportunity.  He was
presented with an interesting and intensely public fig-
ure. Years of research and dedication could have gone
into the making of W., and a great biopic, the likes of
Raging Bull or The King of Comedy (thank you, Mr.
Scorsese) could have resulted. Instead, however,
Stone decided to jump the gun, and it shows in the
end result.  W. is a chaotic clutter of idealistic skewer-
ing.

Earlier this month, I packed up my sick moves and
all the glow-in-the-dark gear I could scrounge up and
followed mash-up artist Girl Talk (a.k.a. Greg Gillis) to
the Illadelph. 

Fortunately, being home sweet home, I could bor-
row the family wheels to pump up my profile. I rolled
up to the Starlight Ballroom in a bullet-gray Honda
Odyssey—appropriately named to indicate its epic
girth. The Ballroom is one of my favorite venues from
home; originally a roller-rink, it boasts rows of sweet
vinyl booths and loads of zany decor, inflatable palm
trees included. 

The demographic for this production was at once
expected and surprising. The presence of the hippest,
most ironic cats in town needn’t even be discussed; it
was a given. However, this night, I encountered a genre
of person entirely new to me, evidently so naive: the
coked out bro. I whipped out my sociologist hat, which
I had conveniently packed due to its glow-in-the-dark
properties, and made some observations. 

These fellows could be distinguished from the rest
of the pack by their increased physical dimensions and
their athletic jerseys, yet they were the most aggressive
coke users in the room. This curious dichotomy created
two issues for me. The first was one of personal safety.
Their huge bods, disoriented and freed from inhibition
by drug use, swung around like massive wrecking balls
threatening my balance, which was already rendered
precarious by the wild beats pulsing through my veins.
The second issue was one of personal confusion. Now I
don’t know much about chemicals, but these dudes were
of steroidal proportions. Do the emaciating power of
cocaine and the bulking force of steroids engage in
some heroic battle within their bodies? How does that
work? Woefully uninformed, I entertained visions of

MK Olsen and the Governator duking it out in a blood-
stream. In any case, it appeared that the steroids won out,
and thus was born the threat to my physical well-being. 

Their female counterparts illuminated a spectrum of
all things not hip and ironic. There were those of the Lily
Pulitzer, khaki shorts, grosgrain ribbon,
monogrammed silver jewelry, tasseled
penny loafer variety. At first I was con-
fused as to their prep-tastic presence at a
Girl Talk show, but then I noticed that
they were brought along by their bros as
props for hardcore moshing and intense
make-outs, and the ladies were dealing
with this task by occupying a comatose
state of drunkenness.

In stark contrast were the heavily
made up girls sporting sequined hot pants
and terrifyingly sharp and towering high
heels whose hair was so straight it
smelled hot. These girls came to dance,
and I mean DANCE. And take pictures. 

Skinny and big, hip and square, all of our dancing
shoes had to take a momentary chill pill before Gillis
made his entrance. The first band to take the stage was
Hearts of Darkness. I missed the majority of their set due
to my obligation to cart a vanload of drunk UPenn kids
from within their ivy-covered walls to our evening’s des-
tination. From the tail end of their set, I gathered that
they were a noisy, noisy, noisy alternative band.

Next to perform was the glorious hip-hop duo Grand
Buffet. Hailing from Girl Talk’s home city of Pittsburgh,
the incongruous pair was this to me: a small, vaguely
red-headed leprechaun and a hulking, denim vested fel-
low who conjured visions in my head of motorcycles,
red-necks, and white supremacy. They pounded out a
multitude of delightful, minute-and-change tracks with
slightly absurd lyrics (think “Meteorites hit my house

last night, broke my fish tank, pancaked my wife”
from the track “Cream Cheese Money”) set to dra-
matic, danceable beats. In a peculiar and misguided
attempt to pay homage to local color, they praised us
for being the city home to the stuffed jalapeno.

Wha…?
Finally, Girl Talk appeared. He spun

some novel mash-ups and harkened
back to his best album, Night Ripper,
and his newest album, Feed the
Animals, released this year via free
download, In Rainbows style. As is tra-
dition, he allowed fans to dance on the
stage around him. I suppose this was
cool for them, being able to, like, smell
the master’s sweat and all, but their
misbehavior put a damper on the night
for the rest of us. The groove was
stalled at least three times as Gillis
repeatedly had to stop and tell concert-

goers politely to back off his shit and cease impeding
his magical flow, cramping his tasty style. Some ulti-
mate imbecile even saw fit to stand on Girl Talk’s
table, which was NOT ok with anyone. The night was
put on pause once more as Gillis allowed a concertgo-
er to propose to his girlfriend on the microphone.

Adding to the ambiance, planted on stage
amongst fans were staffers inexplicably armed with
toilet paper launchers, instruments which oddly are
capable of and indeed do exactly as one would think,
and that is to launch streams of toilet paper into the
audience. 

Despite some mild setbacks of physical danger
and annoyance at ultra-rowdy buttheads, the night
was one of awesome jams and unrestrained dancing.
Interested parties can catch Girl Talk mid-November
at any of his three shows at Terminal 5.

I’m deep. I’m so so deep.

by Alexander Gibbons
STAFF SERIOUSLY OLIVER STONE?

by Rosalind Foltz
STAFF DANCING QUEEN

Girl Talk: uniting coked
out bros and alts since
2000
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“I guess this is why I came to school in the city” is
what I said to myself as I walked into the Le Poisson
Rouge concert venue down in the Village on Bleecker St.
The atrium of the venue was filled with ornaments of
modern-art. A slanted fish-tank hanging from chains.
Abstract images displaying idols and symbols conceived
in the mind of those under the feelings of psychedelics.
The scent of pot permeating my olfactory.  “Free
absinthe tasting, tonight!” printed on a sign in neon,
appropriately glowing green.  The genuine artsy types,
not the phonies like myself, walking around. I loved it.
What I was in for, though, was something of which I had
little idea.

But back to the beginning.
Lying in bed on the afternoon of Friday the 17th my

roommate told me he couldn’t come out that night
because he was going to a concert. “It’s supposed to be
really cool,” he told me, meaning he
didn’t want to miss it. “Can I
come?” I asked. “Sure, man, the
more the merrier,” he told me. So
along I went. 

The show started at eight, but
the orchestrator of the plan wanted
to get there early to make sure we
got tickets. We were outside the
venue at six, but tickets for the early
show were sold out. Fuck us. We got
tickets for the midnight show, but,
as I didn’t share in their knowledge
or enthusiasm for the event, I told
them I may head back to campus.
We had six hours to kill before the
doors opened for the late show, and,
somehow, we managed to fill them.
We met another friend who was
interested in coming and walked
around with him. We went to a
Japanese restaurant and ate spicy
tuna rolls and two out of the four of
us got drunk off of sake bombs and Japanese beer.  It was
only nine by the time we left there.  We walked around,
hung out in Washington Sq. Park, finished off all of the
home- rolled cigarettes we’d brought, bought a new pack
of Reds, bought a pack of Black & Milds, and smoked
the Black & Milds as we walked down Broadway.  We
went to a silent rave in Union Square, which was silent-
ly stupid and boring, so we left. No longer feeling the
narcosis of the beer or the sake bombs, we stopped at
Think Coffee. Great idea.  It was mid-term week and I
was running on a collective six hours of sleep in two
nights. Black coffee never tasted so good. Oh, the sweet,
eye-openingly transient upper that we call caffeine.

It was eleven and a half when we left Think, and it
was eleven and three quarters when we got to Le Poisson
Rouge. The bouncer said that even though the ticket said
the doors would open at five of twelve, we had to wait till
the first show cleared out. Three of us had to pee, so we
left the one with the empty bladder to stand in line and
hold our spot. We found a pizza shop with an explicit
sign hanging that read “Restrooms for restaurant cus-
tomers only.” Well, I’ve been a customer in a restaurant
in the past—in fact, I’d been a customer in a restaurant
earlier that night, so since the proprietor failed to specif-
ically indicate “customer of this restaurant only,”  I rea-
soned that we’d be fine using their bathrooms. After war-
ily emptying ourselves, we went back to the line and
waited amongst the stereotypical night-walkers you’d
find filing around the streets of the Village at midnight on
a Friday.  Finally bouncers came down the line asking for
IDs and when I showed him mine he raged. “1990?! You
can’t drink,” he told me. “No shit,” I anticipated saying.

Asshole thought I was trying to pull a fast one on
him. “I’m already drunk, twit,” is what I telekineti-
cally failed to tell him.  Then the doors opened and
we walked inside and that’s when I said to myself, “I
guess this is why I came to school in the city.”

We followed the stairs as they
led...downstairs...to a room where the merch table
was set up.  The smell of pot leaked from a side-room
labeled “Restricted.” The concert room was pretty
large, and there were a few stages set up.  It’s
absolutely imperative to tell what the show was all
about because that is what made the show so
desirous, plus what this article is supposed to be
about.

Here’s the skinny: matchless art-rocker Dan
Deacon, founder of Wham City down in Baltimore,
put together a two-night concert series of unparal-
leled intensity.  He wrangled up a group of new age,
alt. rocking, improv-specializing, mind blowing

artists from Baltimore and set
them up to play a concert in a
round-robin fashion. The bands
set up on the perimeter of the
hall with the audience in the
middle and then took turns
playing one song each.  The
first night, Friday night, my
night, was called Eyes Night,
and featured some more laid
back groups. Some of the bands
I personally enjoyed were
Beach House, Jana Hunter, and
Lexie Mountain Boys. I must
add that before the show started
Mr. Deacon himself brushed
shoulders with me as he walked
behind me, chatting it up with
concert goers. A true avant-
garde artist with no sense of
ego...bravo.  Some of the other
bands that were more focused
on improvisation seemed to be

nothing short of cults. Some were neo-nazi-esque and
crazed in their rants, while others, like this guy called
Blue Leader, were just flat out upsetting, and another
band resembled a hybrid of the Hare-Krishna and
Cannibals.  I dug that shit like you wouldn’t believe.
The second night was more based on up-tempo stuff
that featured more dance-oriented acts, as well as a
“Weird Round” because “some folks just defy classi-
fication.”

As a group, we left at around three with the intent
to catch a Ram Van so we could avoid the Dirty-D.
Well, a tragic comedy befell us as it took a while for
the yellow line to get us down at 8th and Broadway
and then the red line 1 at Times Square came, but
when we got on, it decided that stopping at Columbus
Circle was just out of the question, so we got off. It
was 3:45. We caught a taxi to Lincoln Center and
caught the last, four a.m. Ram Van back here to Rose
Hill. An annihilated drunk chick aboard insisted that
it was absolutely clamant that we talk her into break-
ing up with her boyfriend, and I think I ended up
leaving a message on his voicemail, crediting my
voice to that of my absent roommate, of course. We
got back to campus at 4:30 and last I saw the clock it
was 5:07.  My parents would be there for parents’
weekend in less than five hours.  That night was awe-
some, though. That night was as much about the
music as it was the entertainment. The entertainment
of the unstructured night; time fulfilled through
unknowingness and spontaneous and eclectic affairs
with things used to fill the hours we waited to
pass...a.k.a. my stab at bohemia.

by Andrew Waldron
STAFF ADVENTURER

Under an unassuming green awning, and tucked
away on 189th between Belmont and Camberling,
“Freddie’s Deli” is the true hidden gem of the
Belmont area, and the new, undisputed king of the
famed “three-dollar sub scene.” Unlike other “three-
dollar sub” establishments, Freddie’s is not a bodega;
it is a real deli and butcher shop; easily besting
Simon’s in terms of quality of food, and dominating
the local bodegas in value.  While Freddie’s does
deliver, this reviewer recommends that you visit the
place in person; the inside is clean and accommodat-
ing with chairs and tables set up for orders made to
stay. Eat at Freddie’s once and you’ll have found a
friend for life in Freddie Ismail, the jovial owner and
chief chef. 

Boasting the most massive and diverse menu in
the area, Freddie’s offers something for everyone,
from succulent hand-crafted cheeseburgers, to fresh
salads, to home-made hummus and falafel; with
amazing values throughout. Being a butcher shop,
Freddie is passionate about the quality of meat that
goes into his sandwiches: Philly cheese-steak subs
are made up of fresh cut beef shoulder, and all chick-
en breasts are cooked fresh. All portions on the sand-
wiches are extremely generous, and all heroes are on
uniformly fresh foot-long rolls. The prices are, with-
out exception, so cheap you almost feel bad paying so
little for so much. On his menu, Freddie claims that
his lamb gyro features “the best lamb chunks you’ve
ever had,” and he isn’t lying in claim. This reviewer
prefers Freddie’s vaunted burgers, which are ground
by Freddie himself with perfect seasoning and
cooked to juicy perfection and served up on a soft
bulky role with your choice of toppings ranging from
sautéed onions and peppers to fresh avocados.

While the meat is immaculate, it’s Freddie’s veg-
etarian menu that makes it truly stand out from his
competitors, satisfying even the most discriminating
vegans and vegetarians.  While the crisp salads, deca-
dent falafel, and rich, creamy, garlic tinged, home-
made hummus are all matchless masterpieces, his
sautéed banana peanut butter sandwiches may be the
most unique and decadent option on the vegetarian
menu. Another favorite is the “Vegetarian Sampler,”
a truly mammoth sandwich made up of melted moz-
zarella, hummus, falafel, fried eggplant and sautéed
vegetables that come on your choice of pita, roll,
hero, or wrap.

Freddie often boasts that “I’ve never had a cus-
tomer come in just once; anyone who tries my food
will surely be a customer for life.” And with such
great food and incomparable values, this reviewer
(and customer for life) has to say that confidence is
absolutely justified.

Location: 189th St, b/w Belmont & Camberling
Hours: Mon, Wed, Thurs: 7AM- 10PM

Tues, Fri, Sat: 7AM- 12AM
Sun: Closed

Phone Number: 347-270-3504

Restaurant Review

$3 Sub Scene
Finds a New King

by Charles Hailer
Co-Editor-in-Chief
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Who? Jukebox the Ghost, Pontius Pilot and the
Nail Drivin’ Five, the Red Hot Swamis
Where? the Ramskeller (in the basement of
McGinley)
When? Saturday, November 1 @ 8 pm
How Much? FREE!
Why? Well, I had never heard of Jukebox the
Ghost, so I took a listen. And they sound exactly
like Ben Folds. Think upbeat Ben Folds Five
songs, but more indie-pop sounding. Soooo, if
that’s yer thing, you’ll like them. But let’s be hon-
est kids. The reaaaaal allure in this show is Pontius
Pilot and the Nail Drivin’ Five, the disgusting child
of some of the editors of the paper. The Surgeon
Gereral of rock has already warned that viewing
this band is equivalent to twenty-nine orgasms.

Who? Matt & Kim, DMBQ, Ponytail, AIDS Wolf,
The Homosexuals, Screens, Fiasco, ChildAbuse
Where? Danbro Brewery Warehouse
When? Friday, October 31 @ 8 pm
How Much? tba
Why? Ok, ok, maybe nobody listens Matt & Kim
anymore, but nobody doesn’t like a fun show,
right? Right. And their shows have proven to be
fun in the past. But the real fun at this show will be
seeing punk legends, the Homosexuals, and bands
like DMBQ and Ponytail all under one roof.
Speaking the roof this will be under, the Danbro
Brewery Warehouse is a 19th Century Brewery
that they’ve turned into 75,000 sq. ft. venue.
Awesome.

Who? Deertick, Those Darlins, Luke Temple
Where? Southpaw
When? Saturday, November 8 @ 8 pm
How Much? $10 (18+)
Why? Deertick makes country/blues music, and
lead singer John McCauley provides great lyrics
with a unique and beautiful voice. Their first
album, War Elephant, came out in 2007, but is
scheduled for re-release this November. It is amaz-
ing start to finish, I definitely recommend you
check it out.

Who? R. Stevie Moore, Desolation Wilderness,
Lake
Where? Cake Shop
When? Tuesday, November 11 @ 8 pm
How Much? $6
Why? I saw R. Stevie Moore at this very same
venue for this very same price over the summer. I
had never heard of him but went along with some
friends. Apparently he is somewhat of a legend,
having released over 400 cassettes and CD-Rs of
original material. His live show is very entertain-
ing but very insane. So if you’re looking to get out
of tri-bar on a Tuesday night for a change, hop on
down to the Lower East Side and check it out.

This year’s CMJ festival is over...All of those
shows every night and free booze and fun fun
fun!!!!!!! Hmm...didn’t get a chance to go to
many/any CMJ shows ’cause it was smack in
the middle of midterms? Yeah, me neither.
Dammit. Well, you could always try and make
up for it by goin’ to these...
- KM

Throughout the long and infamous history of street
art (known by anyone who isn’t trying to sound preten-
tious as “graffiti”), few individuals have gained more
notoriety than Banksy, a British street artist who, while
retaining his anonymity, has published four books of his
work and musings on art and gained a sizeable follow-
ing on multiple continents. At the beginning of October,
blogs were abuzz with rumors of a Banksy visit to our
fair city, confirmed days later by murals of his trade-
mark rats popping up all around the Lower East Side.
Shortly thereafter, the New York Times ran a picture on
the front page of the “Arts” section showing a highlight
of another one of Banksy’s reasons for coming to New
York: a fake pet shop, tellingly dubbed The Village Pet
Shop and Charcoal Grill, open for business on Seventh
Avenue on the Lower East Side for the rest of October. 

As a fan of Banksy’s work wondering what kind of
social commentary he could infuse into a setting like a
pet shop, I decided to make the arduous trip downtown
and check it out. To
Banksy’s credit, the
so-called “exhibit”
blended with the
rest of the store-
fronts so seamlessly
that my beautiful,
intelligent, and sin-
gle friend Cara
McMenamin (Class
of 2011) and I
walked right past it
and had to backtrack
when we realized
we were heading in
the wrong direction.
Expecting some sort
of grand presentation, we found instead what appeared
to be an innocent pet shop and supply store; only a curi-
ous and observant passerby would realize that there was
something amiss, most likely from the sign in front
announcing rare breeds and “mechanically retrieved
meats.” The window displays were also a bit suspect: a
surprisingly realistic animatronic jaguar perched on a
tree branch with its back to the street, and a large secu-
rity camera filmed the street while keeping watch over
several smaller cameras, nestled in a bird’s nest beneath
it. Once we were inside, though, a large birdcage hold-
ing a molten and haggard Tweety Bird on a swing reaf-
firmed that we were in the right place. 

Though the actors behind the checkout counter pos-
ing as employees and the wall stocked with pet toys and
foods may  look legitimate, this store can’t hide what it
is for long. A closer look at the products for sale reveals
that, as one gets farther away from the counter, there are
less pet toys and more cans of Spam, boxes of fish fil-
lets, and microwave dinners. And then there are the
“animals.” In the dozen or so cages, habitats, and fish-
bowls, animatronic models of animals live in harmony
with man’s mass-produced, urbanized world, and
processed meats masquerade as pets and livestock. In
typical Banksy style, the factor that binds all the dis-
plays together is absurdity. 

To the right of the door, a chimp adorned with over-
size headphones sits in his cage, a Budweiser can
crushed in his lower right foot, perpetually watching
and rewinding a National Geographic clip of two pri-
mates having sex. Through a window into a fake alley-
way, an assortment of lizards blend into the scenery and
trash lying around (my favorite was a rather large igua-
na who adopted a Luis Vuitton print to camouflage itself
with a discarded purse). And remember the jaguar in the
window? It’s an expertly molded fur coat, swinging its
belt serenely. On the left side of the shop are the equal-
ly hilarious but much more nauseating food displays.
Prominently placed on the back wall are six hamster
cages of hot dogs and sausages writhing and shriveling
up in desert environments, which are enough to ruin

your appetite. Farther to the left a large display that can
be viewed from inside or the window shows a couple of
playful chicken nuggets sipping barbecue sauce under
the watch of a mother hen, while nearby another nugget
tries to crawl from its newly-hatched egg, still dripping
with gooey afterbirth. 

I spent about forty-five minutes at the Village Pet
Store, exploring the tiny space and trying to spot every
clever little detail, of which there are many, and watch-
ing reactions of other people who had obviously walked
in from the street with no idea what the store really was.
The whole experience was incredibly fun, but afterwards
I started thinking about how a graffiti artist could have
ever realized a project like that. Banksy’s stencils are
notoriously simple, usually solid-line and in black and
white, but they never fail to grab people’s attention: two
male British police officers making out against a build-
ing, the Queen of England sitting on the face of a royal
guard, and his famous rats doing something equally out
of character. On his visit to New York, however, his only
offerings were four large murals of his rats in a more

painterly style, at
least one of which
was a collaboration
with a local busi-
ness and not paint-
ed by Banksy him-
self. To the best of
my knowledge (and
I am very unin-
formed on the sub-
ject), graffiti has
always existed as a
method of protest-
ing both the accept-
ed tenets of society
and the so-called
“sophisticated” art

it produces; bored assholes with chips on their shoulders
have been defacing public buildings and works of art
since ancient Greece and before, when drunks would go
around the city breaking genitalia off nude statues. The
beauty of graffiti, then, would lie in its simplicity and
directness: whether the artist has a message in mind or
just doesn’t like the way a wall looked before, anyone
that bothers to look will understand in a few seconds.
The Village Pet Store holds true to graffiti’s directness
and guerilla approach, but what do we make of lifelike
robotic sculptures? Maybe it’s the evolution of the art
form, but such an installation requires time, planning,
organization and a staggering amount of forethought for
someone who once said, “The Holy Grail is to spend less
time making the picture than it takes people to look at it.”
Despite the novelty and ingenuity of the Village Pet
Store, I’m a little disappointed that Banksy would even
dream of carrying it out.

Ultimately, though, admiration for the skill and cre-
ativity that went into the store wins out over any reserva-
tions and disillusionment. Inside and out, every little
detail is deliberate, from the heat lamps over the chicken
nugget coop to the mechanical kiddie ride dolphin
trapped in a fishing net out front. Despite all the thought
and detail put into the store, nothing in it explains or jus-
tifies its existence, and Banksy’s name and tag is wholly
absent. When all the details are taken in as a single, uni-
fied work instead of an “exhibit” or gallery, the Village
Pet Store really functions as three-dimensional graffiti,
bringing a little genuine humor and self-awareness to an
area of New York that often takes itself too seriously,
whether consciously or in an attempt at irony. Whether
you leave the Village Pet Store and Charcoal Grill and
reflect on the dark side of our consumer culture or just
get a few pictures and laughs, it’s worth stopping by if
you’re in the area. (Located at No. 89 Seventh Avenue
South, Greenwich Village, New York between West 4th
and Bleecker, and open 10am-12am daily until October
31st)

by Alex Orf
STAFF PET SHOPPIN’

Momma hen and 
her chicken nuggets
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Hugh Barker and Yuval Taylor do an excellent job
chronicling how ideas of “authenticity” have related to
popular music over the past century in their book
Faking It: The Quest for Authenticity in Popular
Music, and the book doubles as an informative work
on pop music’s history. Though the book does have its
shortcomings—its minimal writing on contemporary
music and suggesting that Kurt Cobain’s suicide
potentially resulted from his own and his fan’s expec-
tations for authenticity that he could not truly deliver
on—its point is that the desire for authenticity, whether
it comes from music fans or the musicians themselves,
has pervaded music in a way that
is virtually nonexistent in other
art forms. One thing that it does
not seem to deal with enough,
however, is asking why musicians
and the music listening public in
2008 are still concerning them-
selves with this essentially con-
structed idea, an idea that is more
problematic than helpful, and one
that even a cursory knowledge of
music history can debunk.

Music culture today still sees
itself littered on all fronts with a desire for authentici-
ty. Album reviews and artist commentary on music
from sources like Pitchforkmedia.com and Rolling
Stone, consciously or not, reference authenticity in
passing judgment on artists and their music. Brian
Howe’s recent rave review of the Windy & Carl album
Songs for the Broken Hearted (an album title that itself
yearns for authenticity) even allows personal authen-
ticity—music that reflects the artist making it—prece-
dence over musical talent, saying, “Craft will only get
you so far, especially in ambient music, which
becomes blanker as it approaches the ideal. To fill that
blankness, you need feeling, of which this album has a
surplus.” He brings biography into the picture, ulti-
mately claiming their album to be Windy and Carl
“pursuing their private obsessions on different sides of
a wall, trying to say in music what they couldn’t say to
each other in words.” Ryan Dombal’s review of Beck’s
Modern Guilt turns to biography as well, explaining
“its off-the-cuff cover, brevity, and ramshackle feel” as
Beck’s “attempt to outrun those songwriting complica-
tions” brought about by the dichotomy between his
fan’s expectations and his own songwriting desires,
and uses this to inform why he deems Modern Guilt to
be a tepid album.

But sometimes it is the artists themselves that assert
authenticity and purity. David Berman expresses that
his unwillingness to collaborate with friend Will
Oldham is a “purity issue”: “We never try to play
music together. The reason for me is that he has collab-
orated with so many people, that if I were to collabo-
rate with him, I would be collaborating with all the
people he has collaborated with. And to me, a lot of the
people he has collaborated with, I don’t want those
toxins coming into the bloodstream of the Silver Jews
music.” This claim, which is actually a false one
(Oldham played a secondary role on 2006’s
Tanglewood Numbers), reiterates the concern artists
have to present themselves as genuine. It also raises a
problem. By stating that not collaborating with
Oldham is a “purity issue,” he is implicitly saying that
Oldham himself isn’t “pure.” Does this mean that Will
Oldham is inauthentic? If so, this wouldn’t be the only
indication. His numerous monikers (Bonnie “Prince”
Billy, Palace Songs, Palace Brothers, as well as his

actual name) do not exactly indicate any personal
authenticity. However, Oldham’s music, whatever name
he goes by, has exhibited excellent songwriting, and for
the most part has been well received. Thus, shouldn’t his
resume as a songwriter be sufficient grounds for collab-
oration?  It would be understandable if Berman wasn’t
playing songs in a similar vein, or even simply uninter-
ested in working with him, but the fact that he explicitly
explains it as a purity issue seems to be a boast of his
own purity, despite the fact that he has “tarnished” it by
already collaborating with him.

This has, at times, led to lambasting of artists. An
excellent recent example is the release of Radiohead’s In
Rainbows, a supposed undermining of the record indus-

try by “leaking” their own album.
The act was met with both praise and
criticism from their contemporaries.
U2’s Bono applauded the band for
“trying to figure out some new rela-
tionship with their audience,” and
calling them “courageous and imagi-
native,” which indicates that he
thought the act seemed authentic,
breaking down another wall between
artist and audience to form a
stronger, perhaps more personal
“relationship.” Conversely, Billy

Corgan criticizes the band in a Rolling Stone interview,
claiming that their method indicates that Radiohead
believes that “publicity is better than music.” Trent
Reznor, who has done a similar-style release since In
Rainbows, concludes that “they parlayed it into a mar-
keting gimmick has certainly been shrewd. But if you
look at what they did, though, it was very much a bait
and switch to get you to pay for a MySpace-quality
stream as a way to promote a very traditional record
sale.” He goes on to claim that
what they did was, on the whole,
“insincere.”

So authenticity is still very much
a driving force in musical dis-
course—but why? Artists have
shown throughout pop music’s his-
tory that trying to appear authentic
has in no way proven itself as a
viable method for successful
music. We can point ourselves to
the myriad of forgettable singer-
songwriters who pride themselves
on their soul-baring lyrics and inti-
mate guitar strumming or to such
movements as emo and hardcore,
which conflate distorted, “frustrat-
ed” music and non-ironic melodra-
matic lyrics. We have even been
shown that rejecting authenticity
can actually lead to greater success,
as indicated by Tom Waits, who,
through his 1980 album Heartattack and Vine, essential-
ly was the chain smoking, drunk, haggard character he
sang about. However, after marrying Kathleen Brennan
in 1980, he cleaned himself up and no longer smokes or
drinks as he did in those days. It was precisely then that
his musical output began to flourish and become more
experimental and bizarre. 1983’s Swordfishtrombones is
often thought of as Waits’ turning point, even though he
was no longer the character he was still singing about.
Further, since their marriage, Brennan has come to write
songs with Tom Waits for his albums—meaning that
Tom Waits’ songs and albums today are actually more
than his name implies. You could say it is inauthentic,
but ultimately Waits is creating good music—and that is

what is really important.
As Faking It indicates, virtually no music over the

past century has been “authentic.” Blues compilations
created by brothers John and Alan Lomax, though valu-
able recordings and historically significant, essentially
reflect their own musical preferences. The segregated
blacks they recorded by no means reflected the musical
norms of the South. In fact, if anything wasn’t segregat-
ed in the South, it was music. Elvis constructed his own
image for each song as if it were an acting role, and in
many ways, he wasn’t that far off. World music is con-
sidered inauthentic if it has been hybridized with
Western music, but in a globalized world, it has become
impossible not to be affected by the music of elsewhere.
Further, the infusing of Western music in so-called
“world music” is actually a continuation of the creoliza-
tion that started many “pure” musical traditions to begin
with (this is especially true in music of the Caribbean).

The problem that arises when such an extreme stan-
dard of authenticity is taken is that music becomes a
static thing. It is only in doing something that is
unestablished, anomalous, and perhaps “inauthentic”
that music moves forward. Early rock was deemed
insincere, as was techno, but both of these genres in
their early forms have come to inform most of the music
of the last fifty years. When they gained a popular fol-
lowing, the search for and belief in authenticity entered
into those genres, once again becoming a scale by which
music is judged, this time in favor of the new genres.

What is astonishing is that pop music is the only art
form in which authenticity is accepted as a basis of
judgment. Authenticity never enters the equation for
visual art or classical music, and one of the worst things
that a reader can do is mistake a narrator of a novel with
the author. Though biography informs these art forms,
an author or artist is never criticized for not being

“authentic”—except of course in
matters of plagiarism—because it
is acknowledged that they are por-
traying a story or an image. It
does not matter if the story is
close to them or completely unre-
lated. They are only judged on
how well they accomplish what
they set out to do. Music should
be in the exact same place. It
functions no differently than any
of these art forms. A musician cre-
ates an album, and however soul-
baring it may seem—or how dis-
connected and impersonal—the
method employed in its creation is
the same. The songs that are writ-
ten, recorded, and chosen; the
method of recording; the produc-
tion value; the art; the market-
ing—everything is considered and
calculated in making the final

product. And with this comes the guarantee that the lis-
tener is not hearing anything the artist did not intend for
them to hear. Thus, there is an inescapable “inauthentic-
ity” in all music by default. But that is how all art works,
and to call this inauthentic exclusively in music is a bit
unfair.  Pop music has established itself enough since its
rise as such that there is no reason it should not be
judged on the same terms as other music and art forms:
on its ability to accomplish what it sets out to accom-
plish. If this happens to be personal intimacy, then so be
it; if it turns out to be something completely different,
something “insincere,” then it should not be criticized in
terms of what it is not, but rather in terms of what it is.
To judge it any other way would be disingenuous.

by Bobby Cardos
ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE EDITOR

“Come on
guys, I’m so
authentic...
Now pass me
another
PBR.”
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The Innocents is a special little flick that I will always hold close to my heart, as it is the first movie that
has been able to evoke genuine fear from within me in a long while.  Directed by Jack Clayton with a screen-
play co-written by Truman Capote, The Innocents follows Deborah Kerr as Miss Giddens, the governess of
a brother and sister in a large and somewhat dilapidated estate.  Upon hearing that two previous employees
of the state had died under strange circumstances, Miss. Giddens begins seeing apparitions of the two
around various parts of the domain.  Overcome by fear, Miss. Giddens eventually convinces herself that the
two “spirits” are trying to possess the children.  Of course, the sanity of Giddens is questionable throughout
the entire film.  

What is so great about The Innocents is the absence of obvious musical cues, or generic “gotcha” horror
movie moments.  The most terrifying parts of the film rely on a combination between the movie’s ominous
music, patient directing, and competent lighting.  In a genre where movies often surrender substance and
method for quick and easy production, The Innocents proves that a genuinely scary horror film can be made
in a through and intelligent manner.  The Innocents serves both as a ghost story, and a psychological study
of Miss. Giddens’ mind.  It requires some patience upon first viewing, but dedicated moviegoers will be guar-
anteed an especially satisfying horror movie experience. -AG

The original two installments of the Evil Dead series are two very important films that have cast lasting
impressions upon the horror movie genre.  Following the basic horror movie formula for success (undead +
gore = success), director Sam Raimi and Bruce Campbell actually created two extremely original films.  Evil
Dead, which is possibly one of the most unintentionally hilarious films ever made, allowed Raimi to display
his strongest assets: a cheap and fun way of directing, a charismatic leading man, and an educated knowl-
edge of Three Stooges history.

Evil Dead and Evil Dead II essentially created a new sub-genre of horror films: the splatstick—a thor-
ough combination of obscene gore and slapstick comedy.  Much awesomeness occurs throughout the origi-
nal two Evil Dead films, including: tree rape, multiple possessions, an extreme amount of dismemberment,
the possession of the main characters hand, the sawing off of the main characters hand, the attachment of
a chainsaw to the stub of a hand the main character subsequently inherits, and the greatest one liner ever
uttered in horror movie history: “Groovy.”  

Now, the light at heart can find an equivalent amount of greatness in Army of Darkness, the third install-
ment of the Evil Dead series with almost no gore whatsoever.  Instead, Raimi opts to replace gore with insan-
ity, as Bruce Campbell’s Ash travels back in time to fight evil spirits in medieval England.  Sweet. -RD

It’s almost Halloween and, you know what, it’s the paper’s favorite holiday. We love candy. We love dressing up. We love getting dressed up. And most of all we
LOVE scary movies. So grab some popcorn, put on your jammies, and find a hand to hold—cause this shit is scary.

by Kate Murphy, Charles Hailer, Sam Wadhams, Alex Gibbons, and Rolly Donagan

Evil Dead & Evil Dead II
(1981 & 1987)

The Innocents
(1961)

A good Halloween movie can’t just be scary.  It has to be spooky.  Jaws is still maybe the scariest shit
ever made, but it’s no scarier on Halloween.  Halloween has to be supernatural, and weird, and it’s hard to
get more weird and supernatural that 2002’s Bubba Ho Tep.  The movie centers around Elvis Presley (Bruce
Campell) and JFK (Ozzie Davis) in a retirement home having to fight a mummy that’s inexplicably out to
harm them.  While it’s a little weirder than it is scary, watching Elvis Presley and an African-American JFK
(the government dyed his skin after they faked his death) fight to the death with a mummy dressed as a cow-
boy certainly puts you in the mood to go out and be surrounded by spooky weirdos, and that’s what
Halloween is all about. -SW

Bubba Ho-Tep(2002)

While not the first zombie movie ever made, Night of the Living Dead was the first zombie movie to
resemble what the genre is today. The film chronciles the zombie apocalypse as it happens in rural
Pennsylvania (just outside of Pittsbugh—holler), following a woman, Barbara, from a cemetary where she
first spots a zombie to a farmhouse, where she holes up with Ben, a man who she runs into while attempt-
ing to flee. Inside the farmhouse, the two board up the windows and doors, then discover several people
are hiding in the cellar. The movie then shows how the group within the farmhouse attempt to keep the
zombies at bay, and eventually how they try to escape.

This movie set many precedents, among them setting the bar for the slasher film genre. The realism of
the zombie attacks, the grainy production quality, and the realism provided by the everyday setting (the
first horror movie to make this connection) make this one of the most terrifying films of all time. - KM

Night of the Living Dead

The Shining
Stanley Kubrick’s 1980 horror masterpiece is the single most terrifying movie ever made. Given the decep-

tively simple haunted house/family horror plot, Kubrick’s chilling directorial style and Jack Nicholas’ posi-
tively deranged performances eliminate all safe zones for the viewer: family, country, society, etc. are all
grotesquely perverted in the film. Everything about the film oozes unease, and each frame of the film
expresses Kubrick’s bleak vision of American life. Stuffed to the brim with positively haunting imagery and
brilliantly executed, The Shining is a rare horror film that grows more terrifying with each viewing.

(1968)

(1980)
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